Reference Formats for SAS Materials

Articles in conference proceedings


Articles in online newsletter


Notes


Books


Product Help


Technical reports


White papers


Note: White papers typically have a corporate author.

Journal articles, unattributed author


Blogs


CD-ROMs


Computer software


Websites

For the company's entire website:


Email messages

Doe, Jane (jane.doe@sas.com). "How to Edit SAS Documentation." Email to John Doe (john.doe@sas.com). April 17, 2000.

Note: The components are sender, sender's email address, subject line, description of item, recipient's name, recipient's email address, and date email was sent.

What if my reference doesn't match one of these examples?

If you need to cite a document that doesn't fit one of these examples, you can craft your own reference, keeping in mind the differences in punctuation and order that are required by bibliographic and note form.
To enable your reader to find the document, be sure that you include these basic facts:

- author, editor, or translator
- title
- version, volume number, or issue number
- number of pages
- date
- publisher's name and place

For an online document or expression, include these additional details:

- sponsoring organization
- date that you viewed the page or accessed the website
- the name of the service that makes the document possible (if the document is available only through a third party)
- URL
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